Executive Committee:
Executive Committee did not meet this Sunday.

Judicial:
Judicial met on Sunday to hear two cases, one of which was tabled from two weeks ago. In the case of SGLC v. Ortega the Judicial Board voted 3-0-0 to censure Senator Ortega regarding matters of attendance to a scheduled committee meeting. Further, the case of SGLC v. McAllister was decided in a vote of 0-3-0 to not censure Senator McAllister in another matter of attendance. However, please note that the circumstances of each case were different and therefore warranted different considerations. Please stay tuned for the Judicial Report which will further detail an understanding of the decisions which came to pass after the meeting today. We wish you all a wonderful last week of classes---power through!!

Academic Affairs Committee:
We will have a tabling event tomorrow advocating the MAP grant, stop by! Damen, 12:30-4pm.

Allocations Committee: (12/04/16)
The Allocations Committee did not meet this week. TAC will not have any budget hearings until next semester so we will be taking this time to strategize on how to be more visible. The committee will be meeting after senate on Tuesday

Facilities and Transportation Committee:
HELLOoooooo - Courtesy of Lily

Joe:
- App for 8-ride (Reach out to Senator Anderson, Peraza, and Diop and ask about the Android version) Or anyone you know who has an Android
- Funding for storage space legislation (Just a template since we don’t have numbers yet)
- Legislation for speaker to start meeting with a joke (Write it Up completely)

Homie:
- IC 3rd floor computer and table space
- Harry Potter room lighting
- Waiting for follow up from Tim (Feel free to send him a follow up email to see how things are going)
- Picnic Tables on Quad
  o Reach out to Senator Meis and I, and we will formulate some ideas and work on this!

Hannah:
- Work on Open House for SGLC (This will be our opening event for next semester)
  - Ideas for food and drinks, table ideas, layout, etc (Make it Fun!)
- Facebook page for carpooling
  - Is this practical, is there anything that already exists?
- Cuneo desks and seating (a lack of seating and work spaces in the open areas on the second and third floors of Cuneo)
  - Reach out to Facilities administration, possibly Brian Goodwin, (if you don’t know who to go to, Reach out to KC or Kimberly and they will lead you)

Lily:
- Email Nick about Michael Flowers and ask for more info/ Get him on the Committee
- Come up with question for our meeting with Wayne and George about anything to do with the 4 campuses, concerns, and questions about hotel and retail space
- Bee issue, Reach out to Max Mifsud and start some ideas on what we can do to help this.

Jake:
- Tabling
  o Food, Space
- Reach out to Brian about tour of storage Space
- Lit Stuff with Adam
- Picnic Tables on Quad
- Mundelein Bathroom issues with water running and soap dispenser 5th floor
**Justice Committee:**

We had a fun tabling, it was pretty successful. We have decided to focus on 4 major things:
- Bees
- JEP
- Worker Breakfast
- Justice Forum

The work is divided up amongst the committee where we all will have individual focuses, but will all be available to help each other.

**RCDC Committee:**

RCDC Committee met tabled on Thursday in Damen from 3-5pm. We had a great turnout and the majority of students seemed to want to opt for improving internet speeds over having cable we will likely present legislation for that next semester. After tabling we had a brief meeting with a representative from Commuter Ambassadors to discuss the needs of commuter students on campus and ways of improving campus integration. We plan on continuing on having co-sponsored events next semester along with a possible game night event. Unfortunately our beloved committee chair is going abroad next semester so we will be electing a new one at our next meeting on Thursday.

Please feel free to reach out with any inquiries regarding residence halls, commuters life or dining halls.

**Safety and Wellness Committee:**

Safety & wellness met on Wednesday and outlined a clear path to getting tobacco-free on the move. Currently I am in discussion with Kimberly on our exact plan of action and hearing her advice. First we believe we are going to present to faculty & staff council, which is in the process of getting set up. We tabled last monday and received data using the QR codes; some links went to LIT and others went directly to the vote. Many people came and asked a lot of questions which was a great thing! Other members are working getting fliers put up in resident halls using the QR codes.Reasoning for not having legislation presented today is we are amending it with a few necessary changes.

I did have a meeting with a woman from the wellness center to address the gender-based violence around campus. Our best idea was to hold another safety forum that will be specifically regarding sexual abuse and assaults. The questions students have will be anonymous using the texting app that allows questions to be seen on a screen anonymously. The first half of the forum
will be a presentation on correct terms, university's processes of reporting, and other things that need to be planned.
The wording at the bottom of the alerts has been changed.